Community rallies for anti-hate solidarity

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
"My name is David Seel and I will
not hate. I am a part of this community and I will not hate."
Sentiments like this one were
voiced at a rally against homophobia
held on the steps of Miller library- on
Monday at noon. Students, faculty,
and staff alike, including President
William D. "Bro" Adams and Dean of
Students Janice Kassman, gathered in
response to the anonymous, threatening, and homophobic letter received
last week by a Colby student.
Associate Professor of German
and' Russian and member of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee
(MAC) Julie de Sherbinin spoke first,
saying that she "felt stabbed in the
heart" when she
read the informative email from
President Adams,
whom she introduced to speak
moments later.
"It is very
important for us
to communicate
clearly
and
emphatically that
ive won't tolerate
acts of intolerance;"
said
President Adams.
|^e continued by
reminding
the
fifty-odd gatherers that Colby is a
community, and
;that "movements like this tell us that
yve still have some distance to travel
;to develop the community we want.
We're not there yet. However, there is
sufficient good-will and good intention oh this campus to carry us where
we want to be."
The microphone then open to any-

one, Associate Professor of American
Studies Margarqt McFadden commenced her address"with a light joke
about her over-preparedness to speak
and a more laden comment, regretting that she's' attended "way too
many of these (rallies)" since she's
been at Colby.
She spoke emphatically about not
only the need to recognize this problem of intolerance, but also the
greater need to do something about
it. To this ghe gave a list of five objectives: to sign the student-made banner, which reads "We Will Not
Tolerate Hate;" to "attend to the
power of language" and take responsibility for what one says; to intervene when someone makes offensive
remarks; to decide that GLBT (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender) visibility is not a
threat; and to
decide hot to label
people and jump
to
conclusions
about them, and
to realize that if
people do label,
"who cares? You
know who you
are. This is not
about being PC,"
McFadden said.
"It is about treating people with
respect, which is
what everyone
deserves."
President
of
the Bridge Holly
Brewster
'02.
spoke next, following McFadden's
lead with her own acknowledgement
of being over-prepared, and adding,
"we don't have to live in an environment where prejudice is institutionalized. Become an ally. Stand up for
yourself and your friends. Don't
write-off this incident as a joke. Take

'

it seriously.
Other students also spoke. Rob
Tarlock '02 asked, "to those who are
not gay, where are you? Where have
you been? Are you going to be there
in the future?"
Bethany Record '02 spoke through
her tears, saying, "this is very personal for me, not because I'm gay, but
because my closest friends are. It is so

Suspect identified in threat
ease, faces disciplinary action
By KAOLIN McCAEFERTY

of Students office.
permanently in Cotter Union as a
According
To
Director
of
Security
sign of "unity among the Colby
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Pete Chenevert, "he was found Community against hate.
"If I were a gay student on camAfter a firestorm of controversy through an investigation that includ"
ed
tips,
ideas,
pus
I could imagine feeling very bad
and
paperwork.
'
surrounding the discovery of a
Now
that
the
suspect
has
been
threatening, homophobic message
on campus, Security has identified a identified, he will face hearings
suspect in the incident. The suspect, before Colby 's judicial board . The
a Colby student whose name has not board will decide what kind of discibeen released, now fa ces discipli- plinary action will be taken against
nary action from the school . him, if any.
The notes contained harsh,
However, the student who received
the note has decided not to file crim- homophobic language. According to
postings on the activist list, the mesinal charges.
On Oct. 27, graffiti was discov- sages included, "You're a fag and I'll
ered on a drum set in the musician's fuck you up beyond reason," "Fags
alliance storage area. The student R Us," "Penis'! Bust in our Grill," "I
who owned the drum set had left a will fucking knock you the fuck out
sign on it asking people not to use it. you pussy," and a drawing of a
He later found threatening messages penis.
In an email to the student bod y, about the campus ri ght now,"
written on the back of the sign. The
graffiti was homophobic in nature President William D. "Bro" Adams Kassman said. "It is unsettling for
and threatened p hysical violence called the message "harmful...In everyone to have this sort of intolerThe student infomred Security of the addition to being physically threat- ance in our midst."
ening, the message was violentl y
Adams said , "In addition to
homophobic and obscene."
being harmful to individuals, such
Dean of Students Janice Kassman expressions .of intolera nce offend
said , "the hair-tri gger reaction of and assault the deeper values and
going to homophobic insults to asp irations of the Colb y communiexpress displeasure is what is trou- ty."
bling to me."
"For some peop le (homophobia)
.,. . "The College cannot and ^iJlnot is ri ght under the surface. Hateful
tolera te such behavior," said Adams. feelings pop out when (a person)
He ndded that disci plinary action gets mad... This type of act is harmwould be taken against the individ- ful to all. It is harmful to the gay
ual if he was caught.
community, it is harmful to all of
Much of the campus was up in us," said Kassman.
arms about the incident, ft sparked a
Channel 8 news covered the .story
rall y against hate on campus that as well. A reporter spoke to Holly
Was well attended despite the rainy Brewster '02 who said that "everyincident.
weather.
,,,
day I walk around being told that I
After an investigation that
Also,
many
members
of
the
stucan't be who I am."
involved the Waterville Police
dent
bod
have
signed
y
a
banner
"I am glad that we were able to
Department , the Maine Attorney
against
hate
on
campus
as
well
as
in
identif
y to individual, I'm glad that
General's office, and Colby Security,
of
the
support
gay
community
we
were
able to close the case," said
on
a suspect was reported to the Dean
campus. The banner may be hung Chenevert.
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to our peers. Colby is a superior academic institution. Let us be a superior community as well."
From the many appeals for allies
to take action, de Sherbinin encouraged all those in support of the queer
community and equality to help promote visibility on campus.
She suggested , that the banner,
which, at the rally, hung oyer the

"Uncommon Sense"
"Lexicon Devils"

steps of Miller Library, be taken back
to the Student Center to gather more
signatures. As a result, a handful of
students gathered with de Sherbinin
after the rally to coordinate signing
times. The banner was brought back
to Cotter Union and signed between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

By LIZ BOMZE

infer from this," she declared, "is product. She explained that while
that heterosexuality is still the norm doctors were making a great fortune
-the only 'real sex.' The female from "disease treatment," they
orgasm is irrelevant^
loathed the job of manual stimulaShe continued by explaining that tion because it was relatively timethere are some states which still consuming. Thus, they mechanized
define "real sex" as rrjjale-female the vibrator as soon as they could intercourse, and that definition is the an age Maines comically referred to
as the "industrial revolution of the
only Federal definition of rape.
In her book, Maines argues that vibrator."
Her slides showed a range of
the hysteria of female .frustra tion
used to be pathologized into a vibrators, spanning from the steam"womb disease." Hysteria was con- powered model of the 1860s (which
sidered a common ailment in proved unsuccessful because it
women (affecting approximatel y 70 required one to regularl y shovel coal
percent of women), the consequence into it), the electromechanical vibraof sexual deprivation and a general tor of 1883, the "electro-spatteur,"
lack of gratification.
and the Chattanooga Vibrator - a
For treatment, women went to device which Mfaines said "cost $200
in a day when you could buy a small
house for $300 and needed to be
shipped as freight because it was so
heavy.
By 1899 the vibrator was marketed as a consumer product , which
hurt the medical profession financially, but created an industry in
itself. Adds began to appear in
women's magazines, socially camouflaged b y surrounding adds for
sewing kits and irons.
Vibrators were respectable as
medical devices until the .1920s,
when they started appearing in stag
doctors, who performed the "rou- films, at which point doctors discontine chore" of relieving their symp- tinued their use and advertisement
toms-"pelvic congestion," shortness ceased except in disreputab le magaof breath, vaginal lubrication, sexual zines.
fantasy-through manual genital
Maines concluded her lecture by
,massage until the woman reached emphasizing communication. "The
orgasm, once clinicall y called "h ys- definition of sexuality was based on
terical paroxysm."
a big cultura l lie," said Maines. "Sex
Maines spent the rest of the lec- is different for men and women;
ture showing slides, which depicted therefore, men and women have to
the history of the vibrator 's use in talk to each other. The more we ope,n
such "treatment" and its evolution up issues to discussion, tho better off
from a medical device to a consumer we'll be,"

Lecture explores the
evolution of the vibrator
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Sponsored by the Science,
and
Society
Technology,
Department, author and member of
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) Dr. Rachel '' Maines of
Cornell University, delivered a lecture on Friday afternoon entitled
"Viagra and Vibrators: The DoubleStandard ."
Primarily, Maines discussed her
recent book, "The Technology of
Orgasm: 'Hysteria ,' the Vibrator,
and Women's Sexual Satisfaction",
and the history of female sexuality.
Preceding her book was the contentious magazine article she wrote,
which, she noted , "caused the magazine to consider revoking its charter," due to its controversial content.
"The Technology of Orgasm,"
soon to be published in many languages, was written in conjunction
with her work for the ACLU's challenge of the Alabama AntiObscenity Act of 1998.
She exp lained that in Alabama, as
well as Mississippi, Texas, and
Georgia, there is a law against selling vibrators. Also, she noted, several upscale women's and household
magazines once refused to advertise
vibrators while endorsing Viagra
adds. The advertising agency of
these magazines, which told
Philippe Woog of Broxo (a Swiss
company which manufactures
vibrators) their clients^ Avould not
accept advertising from his company, ju stified this by saying that
Viagra endorses men to have sex
with women while vibrators promote women having sex alone.
"The only conclusion we can
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hurtful to think that they're not safe
here."
Speaking to the future, Heidi Kim
of admissions and financial aid proposed, notably in presence of
President Adams and Dean Kassman,
that Colby conduct an educational
forum on hate speech and free
speech, adding that "we are responsible for learning about what happens
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Hurry for Habitat race a success
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Best Buddies reaches
out to disabled locals
because it helps them with the subtleties of social interaction," said
Wentzell.
The monthly group events include
Twenty-three students from Colby
have best buddies. These students activities such as a beginning of the
meet twice each month with people year cookout and a Halloween party.
with mental retardation. The Best Other events that are planned for this
Buddies program is an international semester include a Thanksgiving dinprogram that is run through the CVC ner and a holiday party. In the past, the
(Colby Volunteer Center). The students buddies have gone bowling and "other
from Colby provide friendshi p for things we thought would be fun," said
their buddies and their bi-monthly Wentzell. Wentzell and Schufelt get
meetings provide a time where the together before the events to plan them
buddies can learn about life skills as and make sure that they go as smoothly as possible. The two have been
well as social skills.
The organization has the motto of involved in the Colby best Buddy pro"enhancing the lives of people with gram for three years; this is their secmental retardation through one to one ond year being coordinators.
The five-year-old Colby group is
friendships and jobs,"said Jill Wentzell
'03 coordinator of the program. Colby one of two Best Buddy programs in
students provide the friendship aspect Maine; the other is at Saint Joseph's.
Because there are only two programs
of the relationship.
The Best Buddies program that is in Maine, the regional coordinator for
run out of Colby works closely with the group runs out of Massachusetts.
the Quarry Road Residence Center. The regional director "supports us in
They match up each Colby student anyway that we need to be supportwith a person from the residence. The ed," said Schufelt. "The regional direcColby student is matched up with the tor gets in touch with us to make sure
sanip buddy each year that they partic- that we are having the right amount of
ipate in the program. "You get to know events. They send us t-shirts, stickers,
your buddy really well," said Wentzell. anything that they have. Basically they
The buddies meet twice each check up on us."
Every year there is an international
month on their own and once when
the group of buddies gets together for conference where leaders from all over
big events each month. The buddies do the world gather to share ideas and
activities such as "going bowling go to information. Colby sends someone
the movies, go out to dinner." said each year. For the past few years the
conference has been in Chicago.
Wentzell.
"It is a great program," said
Co-coordinator Laura Schufelt '03
said, "My budd y really likes to come Wentzell.
"It is a good way to be involved in
on campus... Campus sporting events
the community," said Schufelt. "I have
are really fun for the buddies."
"Having that kind of personal fun with the buddies. It is a rewarding
interaction is very beneficial for life program for me as well as for them."
skills such as phone calls, taxi rides,
and going out to dinner. It is important
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' Last Saturday friorning, one
professor and over one hundred
students were running the threemile loop. The runners were sweating, they were moving, and they
were helping to raise $1,000 for the
Waterville Habitat for Humanity
group. The JHurry for Habitat Race
was the most successful fundraiser
for the CVC , (Colby Volunteer
Center) yet.
A committee comprised of
Michelle Cole '05, Brandy Lipton
'05, and Sarah Feldman '04 had
been working to create a successful
event since the first week in
0(AobetT 6Wi~wiire realtor happy
with die results," said Lipton.
"It was much bigger than we
expected," said Cole.
Megan Gossling CVC director
said, "It went much better than I
ever expected it to go. I honestly
thought that it being a Saturday
morning no one would come, but
we got over 100 runners."
The CVC has had many
fundraisers. They have yet to break
the $500 mark, however they more
than doubled that on Saturday
Nov. 3.
"$l ,O0Q is minimal in the sense
of Habitat for Humanity, but for a
Colby fundraiser it was very good.
¦

¦
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Habitat is in the beginning stages
and they welcome and appreciate
anything that we can give them,"
said Gossling.
Registration began early on
Saturday morning. The rac^ started
at 11a.m. Among the contestants
were the entire men's lacrosse team
and the entire women's crew team,
and Professor Weiss. "He saw all
the students that were running and
he ran anyway... It was great to see
two entire teams racing too/' said
Gossling.
._ William Spenter '02 co-captain
of the Lacrosse team said, "We
decided to have the team run
because we have a new coach this
year and we want to start a new era
for tKe ' team. We want to have a
more positive image with helping
the^c6mmunity..77We got outrearly
on a Saturday morning and got
some exercise and helped raise
$1,000 for a good cause."
The race was raising money for
the Habitat for Humanity group in
Waterville. The group usually
helps on projects outside of the
Waterville area. However, they are
hoping to purchase land in
Waterville so that they can build a
house in Waterville. Gossling
worked with the group over the
summer. She said, "They have
been trying to (get land) for over a
year. I thought that this was a pos— —~— —~—~
;
:
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Other prizes were also awarded.
A gift certificate to a local restaurant went to the person who
brought in the most donations.
Spencer brought in $130 of donations arid won that prize. There
was also a raffle for a gift certificate
to Red Oak Sports. Blake Grosch
'02 won the raffle. The gift certificates were again donations from
the CVC.
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WE WILL NOT TOLERATE HATE

NEWS EDITOR

EDITOR IN CHIEF

John Milton's "Paradise Lost," published in 1674, is a 300 page epic poem
about the fall of mankind with Adam
and Eve eating the forbidden fruit in
the Garden of Eden. Reading and
understanding Milton's verse can be a
daunting task for many students, but
on Sunday,English Professor Elizabeth
Sagaser's 17th Century Poetry class
made a day and night of it.
For fourteen straight hours, the
dass read the entire! poem aloud, taking on the roles of Adam, Eve, God,
Satan and other biblical figures during
Sagaser's fifth Milton Marathon.
Sagaser firat organized the event in
1996 on the spur of the moment. It was
so successful that she has held it alrhost
every, year since, including one year
when she was six months pregnant.
The 2001 Milton Marathon took place
in the front parlor of Lunder .House
from 11a.m. Sunday to 1a.m. Monday
and arduous as it may seem, the event
got a positive reflponse from the students involved.
"Iffl the immersion effect," said
Mike Valkevich '03. "If a like watching
all three 'Godfather ' movies in a row if s insane, but you get more out of it."
Over the years, other professors

¦
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Book party
On Tuesda>v Nov. 13, at 4 p.fnr r
the Colby Bookstore, ih the 1 ?
Roberts Building,""Will hold ' a •'
book party featuring new works ¦
by: Bill Roorbach, visiting associ- r
ate professor of English at Colby, <
(The-Smallest Color, a novel, and .
Big Bend, winner of the Flarme^ ';
O'Connor Award for Short:; if
Fiction); WeS McNair; and Debra " ;
Spark/ associate professor of ere- |
ative writing at Colby, ("The ¦
Ghost of Bridgetown," a novel). •
The authors will be available for .
book signing and refreshments !
',
will be served.
¦i

:

Collegium Musicum
On Saturday, Nov. 17, at 7:30 ;
Collegium
Musicum, ;
p.m.
's
Colby early music group, will >
recreate the sounds of a 17th-cen- ;
tury Christmas in Rome. The J
concert will celebrate themaj esty J
of early Western sacred music
^
and its timeless and universal \
messages of unity and.hope. The ,'
event will take place in Lorimer ;
Chapel and is free of charge.
Collegium Musicum s program will present arich mixture
of Gregorian chant, large and ,
small polyphonic and antiphonal ;
choral works, b y Victoria and, *
Lasso, and ' works for organ by.
Frescobaldi. Hodie Christus
natus est, an eight-voic6 mass by .
Palestrina, will be the central '.
work of the program.
!
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Over 650 Colby students signed the banner in Cotter Union to support of the anti-hate sentiment.

Milton Marathon: fourteen
hours of good and evil
have gotten involved in reading various portions of the poem's twelve
books. This year, English Professor
David Mills portrayed Satan for the
first two books for the third year in a
row, English Professor Charles Bassett
took on the role of Satan's partner in
crime, Beelzebub.
"The two of them conspiring
against heaven and earth was really
quite memorable and entertaining,'*
Sagaser said. English Professor Laurie
Osborne also sat in on the reading of
nearl y half the poem, portraying God
and many other characters.
In addition to acting out the various
roles, some appropriate props were
used, such as the apples readers took
bites out of when Adam and Eve finally give into temptation.
Students felt they got more out of
reading the epic aloud than they
^
would have from just reading the text
in their room.
"There's a lot of comedy in lt," said
Amy Tolsdorf '04. "Having people act
it out really brings it to life."
Nicole Wakely '02, who played Eve
for part of the Marathon, said that, "it
was fun to be in her head and understand her emotions, which you dort't
get from just reading it on the page."
According to Mandy Reid '03, who
took a turn playing Eve, the Marathon
"made (the poem) so lifelike, I could

i.

: Wes McNair
On Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. in th^
Robins Room of Roberts, poet '
Wes McNair will read selections
of his work. He is the author .'of.
six collections of poetry, includi*
ing The town of No & My
Brother Running, The Faces of
Americans in 1853 and, most
recently, Fire. The recipient oV
grants from the Rockefeller^
Fulbri ght and Guggenheim
foundations, McNair has alsobeen awarded two NEA? ~
Fellowships in poetry, the Eunice
Tietjens Prize from Poetry magazine, the Theodore Roethke Prize (
from Poetry Northwest and the
Sarah Josepha Hale Medal for his;.
"distinguished contribution jsj >
the world of letters." A televisiorC '
program on Robert Frost, fprj';
which McNair wrote the scriptsaired on PBS affiliates and won /
an Emmy Award. McNair cur- «
rently directs the Creative *
Writing program
at
the «
University
of
Maine
at ;
, ?
Farmingtpri.

By KATTLIN MCGAFFERTY

By RYAN DAVIS
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Geology lecture
.;- ;
On Monday, Nov. 12, Robert
Bodnar will present "The Search
for Water and Life in the Solaf
System." The event will be held!
at 7:30 p.m. in room 1of the Olin
Science Center.
Bodnar is the C. C. Garvin
Professor of Geochemistry and aUniversity
Distinguished
Professor at the Virginia'
Polytechnic" Institute and State*
University. A fellow of the;
Mineralogieal
Society
of;
America, he was selected as one
of its three Distinguished
Lecturers for 2001-02. Bodnar is regarded as a leading authority
on analyzing fluid inclusions in.
minerals to determine their origin and has applied:this ^methody
to Martian meteorites. This lee-,
ture is sponsored by Colby's
Department of Geology.

sible way for Colby to help."
Some runners were wearing
track shoes; others were in gym
shorts. The race went well and had
Some impressive good times. The
first place for men went to Justin
Stempeck '03 with a time of 16:40.
Second place went to Gferis
Johnson '05. The third place went
to Ed Smith '04. Top runner for
women was Laura Mistretta '04.
Third place went to Katie WardWaller '02.
"We were really impressed at
the times," said Lipton.
. Prizes went to the top three in
each category. The first place prize
was a gift certificate to a local
restaurant. Second and third places
received gift certificates to Red
Oak Sports in Waterville. The
prizes were - donations1 from the

eve.

i

taste the apple!"
"I'm on my fifth cup of coffee , but
even though I'm tired, if s still really
fun," said Jeanine Duff y '03. "If s kind
of painful, but at least I can say I read
the whole thing."
Adrian Silver '04 agreed. "If we
didn't do this, only about half of us
would have read the whole thing" he
said. "Now we can write a paper about
it that doesn't suck."
Keeping everyone sane for half a
day of reading to some special measures, including $80 worth of Papa
John's pizza and breaks taken every
couple of books, including one later in
the evening where people performed
special talents including cartwheels
and splits.
"I stood on my hands in the doorway," said Sagaser, demonstrating. "It
really wakes you up and your face
turns all red, but if s fun."
When the Marathon was over pnd
the 25 students could say they had
read one of the greatest works of world
literature out loud in its entirety, to
paraphrase Milton'sjfinal verses, "The
world was all before them, where to
choose J Their place of rest, and
Providence their guide: / They, hand
in hand , with wandering steps and
slow, / Through Colby took their soliI
tary way." '
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Panel examines FrancoAmerican culture
By GAVINO'BRIEN

Americans are an obscure and uniform
group, he said that, "we are not a small
group. We are a huge group of people
that has been here for a long time"
Mentioning such cultures as the
Huguenots, Cajuns, and French
Catholic settlers, Pelletier showed how
"they all play a part in who we are."
Professor Susan Pinette, professor
in the University of Maine's FrancoAmerican studies program, discussed
the question of what defines FrancoAmericans as a people. She mentioned
the^ probleirirbf people "living fc in

MATURES EDITOR
¦

Northern Maine does not only have
street signs in english, but also in
french. Colby, a school in what many
Would consider northern Maine, hosted a panel discussion, "FrancoAmerican History, Culture, and
literature," on Oct. 31 in the Pugh
Center. It featured four FrancoAmericans from Maine who spoke on
the'culture of New England's FrancoAmericans and their efforts to maintain their unique heritage as a minority
population. The event was wellattended by a wide range of people,
including Colby students, faculty,
Waterville residents; and children from
hearby schools.
• The event began with Nelson
Madore, the mayor of Waterville, pro. claiming the date as Franco-American
Heritage Day. Next, the first- panel
member, Raymond Pelletier, gave his {
address. Pelletier is a professor at the
University of Maine's CanadianAmerican Center. He spoke on the
diversity of FrancorAmericans in the
tlhited States and how they contribute
to' the whole of Franco-American cUl- nations of hyphenation" where they
L^
cannot identify themselves full y in
¦ 1-.
y tlAC."
.
'| '.Pelletier related his own experi- terms of one culture or another and
ahces rediscovering of own family his- have difficulty defining their ancestry.
tory when he taught _ a course on "If we no longer speak French, what is
Quebec at Hampshire College. "You it that defines us as Franco?" she
Own the material if you interact with asked.
Pinette explained that it is importhe material," he said. "I did not interact with my history. I had a past, I had tant for Franco-Americans to have a
v
a. history that I then went around to homeland, whether it is in France or
Quebec, Oral tradition is also essential
discover."
to
maintaining Franco-American cul:
.
Refuting
the
view
that
Franco*
ture, by passing on recipes, songs, stories, and folk wisdom. "They help us to
see what it's like to be FrancoAmerican," she said.
m^mWw\i$i!lmSmMallmMl^m^M Rhea Cote Robbins is a Waterville
native and the author of "Wednesday's
Here's What's Playing Friday, Nov. 9
Child." She is also director of the
.., through Thursday,Nov. 15
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Franco-American Women's Institute.
She talked about how she became
interested in-Franco-American writers
while attending college at the
University of Maine.
The language a story is ywitten in is
a significant part of the ' literature,
according to Robins, tod can empower
the writer as well. "Writing in the
mother tongue undoes the power of
the dominant language," she said.
Outsiders may not understand the
differences betweeri their own culture
and that of the Franco-Americans,
Robins believes. "When you won ari
honor, it wasn't just for you, it was for
everybody/' said Robins about growing up in her Waterville neighborhood.
"We need writers. We need voices
telling different aspects of the story."
" Gregoire Chabot '66, playwright
and director of the French theater
group "Du Monde d'a cote," emphasized the importance of creativity in
maintaining Franco-American culture.
"We have neither a presence nor a
voice," he said, but merely trying to
preserve ideals from the past will not
be enough, the solution, according to
Chabot, is to utilize the creativity of
Franco-Americans as much as possible. '
"Creativity builds capital and
makes new things for people to share,"
he said. "We can make that contribution to American society and be a part
of a worldwide Francophone culture."
He saw the .panel discussion at
Colby as a good start along this path.
"Events like this give us a presence on
campus and give us a voice. It needs to
happen more." Himself a resident of
Waterville, he jokingly suggested that
his goals would be fulfilled when he
hears people in France speaking with
the unique accent of French-speaking
Waterville residents.

Earn Sl/OOO-S^OOO this semester with the easy
Caiiipusfuridraiserxomthree hour fundraising event Does
not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.coin
at ($88) 923-3238, or visit www>campusfandraiser.coffl

Discussion dispels myths about Islam
By GAVIN O'BRIEN

FEATURES EDITOR

Mam and the stereotypes that are
associated with it, are a hot topic for
debate. Last Thursday, students and
professors gathered to discuss Islam
and the truthfulness of the stereotypes.
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, professor of
sociology and African-Americanstudies, brought in a taped broadcast of the
Oprah Winfrey Show that featured an
introduction to understanding the
Muslim religion. Karima Ummah '04
recommended to Gilkes that she present the video and hold a discussion on
its content.
.. <^SiiS..Yi^?0 hicludedirrterviews with
Muslim leaders and scholars, and profiled the lives of two Muslim women in
America. The interviews in the video
served to dispel many myths about
Islam in order to educate Americans
who may have a distorted view of their
country's fastest-growing religion.
Queen Rania AI-AbdulIah of Jordan
emphasized Islam's belief in the equality of men and women, contrary to
many views that the religion acts contrary to women's rights, :
Professor Ahmed Akbar of

American University refuted the claim
that Islam justifies killing and murder,
Since Muslim scriptures plainly state
that "Cod is compass ionate" and that
murder is wrong under any circumstance. The show brought up many
questions among students attending
the discussion.
Several students were curious
about the practice of "honor killings,"
which involve family members killing
a woman if she damages, the honor of
her relatives. Professor Gilkes commented that, in Af ghanistan "before
the Taliban caime to power, you could
still be executed for dishonoring your
family...when you talk about cultural
practices, you have to mention which
culture you're referring to."
People agreed that many controversial practices such as honor killings
were more a function of local culture
than of the Islamic religion. Gilkes.
explained how "religion imposes itself
on cultures that then must accept or
adapt to it," incorporating local beliefs
and rituals into a broader religious
;
context.
Professor Gilkes also emphasized
that Muslims have not been the only
group to commit acts of violence under

the pretense of religious laws. "It is
important to remember all those atrocities committed by Christians as well,"
she said, stating the need to be knowledgeable of historical contexts for religions and the actions of their adherents.
In discussing the garments worn by
Muslim women, some wondered how
much choice the women have in their
use. Amjad Tuffaha '02 said that the
frequency of wearing the head coverings "varies from community to community, In the Qur'an, most scholars
agree that women should show only
their faces arid hands... the religion says
you should, but if you do it, you
should do it out of conviction instead
¦¦ ¦ '
¦'¦¦
'
of force." .
. /
While the basis for the practice
comes from a brief passage from the
Qur 'an, Professor of Religious Studies
and Jewish Studies Thomas Longstaff
said, "to be careful in the observance,
you do a little more than is required by
the Qur'an." The purpose is to promote modesty, and "what is considered attractive varies between cultures," he said, trying to help students
understand the sometimes confusing
differences between cultures.
¦
¦

Boylan and Bassett spook the eanipus

By ALEXIS GRANT
'

. . - :'. , '¦-

STAFF WRITER .

Halloween night brought a spooky
scene to Colby's Lorirner chapel: the
annual ghost story reading of Jennifer
Finney Boylain and Charles Bassett.
This . October marked the thirteenth
year that the two English professors
have been sharing their favorite ghost
stories with the Colby community.
"All pers onsliving or dead are welcome," according to a Digest of
General Announcements that preceded the event. Although no one seemed
to notice the presence of any deceased
persons, the reading was well attended
by Colby students. Gretchen Groggle,
'03, and Jill Gutekunst, '03, organized
the event, as it was sponsored this year
by the junior class. The two Junior
Class Representatives were pleased
with the turnout.
"It was wonderful to see so many
students in attendance and to know
that the annual Halloween storytelling
will never go out of style," said
Groggle.

"Even though Halloween fell on a
Wednesday this year, we were pleased
to see so many people put off
Thursday's work for a while and listen
to some spook y stories," added
Gutekunst.
The dark chapel was decorated
with j ack-o-lanterns and cobwebs to
set the scene. Both Boylan and Bassett
dressed in witch attire as they read
light-hearted stories such as "The
Cremation of Sam McGee," Woody
Allen's "The Kugelmaus Incident,"
and James Thurber's "13 Clocks" via
candlelight (with a little help from a
flashlight). The final passage was a
mockery of the America tradition of
professional baseball written by Dave
Barry, inspired by the current World
Series frenzy.
The readings, as usual, had a comical twist, which sparked smiles and
laughter from the audience. This
began with Boylan's introduction at
the start of the reading when she asked
the audience whether or not Bassett
"looked different " to them, in comical
reference to her recent transition. She
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went on to say that even if Bassetr/s
appearance is different, "he's still the
same person on the inside."
"I Was glad that Professor Boylan
was able to read for everyone even
though she is currently on sabbatical,"
said Groggle.
"Bassett is my English Professor
and I think he's hilarious," said
Christine Brennan, '05.
At the end of the reading the two
professors thanked the Colby students
for coming to celebrate in the annual
tradition. .
"[This is a] trend we will never give
Up and we hope to see you back next
year," said Basset.
They also invited students to talk
with them afterwards at the Blue Light
Pub, as Boylan offered, "come to the
pub and have a beer with us if you are
of legal age."
"The atmosphere was really fun
with the pumpkins and how they
invited everyone to hang out with
them afterwards. It was a good study
break," said Brennan.
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Editorials
Campus response to threat incident encouraging
The threatening, homophobic note found on campus last week was
shocking, especially since prejudicial graffiti had already been an issue this
year witlithe swastika found in the Pub. Each time something like this happens, it is eisytcrassume that Colby is by its very nature a hateful, bigoted
place, butlhe Echo feels that most students know such statements are exaggerated . /
It was'very encouraging to see how many names appeared on the "We
Will Not Tolerate Hate" banner, and how many studentsattended the antihate rally| Such incidents point to the fact that Colby is more open and
accepting! than the recent unfortunate incidents may suggest. The vast
maj ority of students .at this school are not homophobic, racist, or ahtiSerriitic and find the recent graffiti incidents appalling. ' ' : " ..- . ' ¦
However, we cannot allow the events of the past week to slip from our
mind as time passes. Now is the time to examine the way we speak and act,
and to make sure that we do not tolerate hatred for any group from anyone
to
in our ^airyiiferlt is-irnportant understand how-phrases that may seem
somewhat innocuous ("Thaf s so gay," for instance) can hurt people even if
we donj t intend them to.
Unlike many such incidents, the person who sent the note in this case
has been identified and will face disciplinary action from the school. The
Echo applauds the people who provided information to Security that
helped identif y him and we encourage the judicial board to deal with the
perpetrator harshly. Hopefully a message will be sent to all those who think
violently homophobic sentiments are acceptable or even funny, that they
are completely wrong.
Colby cannot allow incidents of this nature to take place on this campus
ever agMn. The response of the student body over the past week has shown
that most smdeiiis_will do everything we can to prevent it from happening.

Hurry for Habitat fundraiser supports good cause
This past Saturday, the Colby Volunteer Center (CVC) held its largest
fundraiser ever. The Hurry for Habitat Race raised $1^000 for the Waterville
Habitat for Humanity.
Even though the race was held on a Saturday morning, over 100 Colby
students showed up to participate in raising money for the local Habitat
group. The money raised will go toward purchasing land so that the group
can build a house in the area. The Waterville group has never before built a
house in the area. This will be great, not only for the Habitat for Humanity
group, but alsO for the corrununity as a whole.
We applaud the effort of the CVC in setting Up and coordinating such a
worthwhile eventras well as the students who participated in the race. We
would like to specially recognize men's lacrosse and women's crew for getting their entire teams to participate in the event as well as French Professor
John Weiss for being the lone faculty representative in the race. It is important that the Colby community as a whole supports such endeavors
because they foster better.school-community relations.
The Waterville Habitat for Humanity is just getting started up, and for
Colby students to participate in getting this group off of the ground shows
that students can break the Colby Bubble if they so wish.
It is true that Colby is not known for getting involved in the Waterville
community But this fundraiser should serve as a model for all Colby clubs,
and foster more involvement in the town in which we all live.

More alcohol
equals more safety
By DEREK TAFF
STAFlt WRITER

.

,. : .

I had a very interesting conversation at dinner over Parents
Weekend. I was out with my parents
and two other families when the
subject of the social life at Colby
came up and eventually developed
into a conversation about alcohol on
campus.
I used the example of Oktoberfest
as I explained the need for fewer
restrictions on the amount of kegs at
parties. I exp lained that as successful as that event was, and as much
positive feedback as we received for
it, it would have run longer with
more kegs, meaning fewer people
would have gone off campus. They
would not have felt compelled to go
elsewhere to continue drinking
when the kegs ran out.
At first these parents (and grandparents) seemed a bit skeptical
about the idea of supporting more
alcohol, but by the end I believe
most of them agreed about the direction the school should be heading
with that issue.
It comes down to the fact that

providing more alcohol . at events
m^ kes them safer, I would challenge
anyone to find me a person who has
died from drinking too much Natty
Light. Moreover, I would guarantee
that there is a greater risk to the students' well being and to the college's
reputation, that someone would get
injured or killed in a car accident
because somepne was drunk while
driving to a party off campus,
So the real question is, how does
the school go about enhancing the
social life to keep people on campus? There are a number of things
that would help in this effort like
increasing the bud get for each of the
commons or creating a better venue
for parties at Colby, But these are not
the most critical aspects because the
commons can work within their
budgets and within the limitations
of the venues on campus-sometimes it just takes a little creativity.
However, where social programmers lack much influence and control is in the amount of alcohol on
campus and, speaking as a corn-

See ALCOHOL continued
on page 5—-

. Prof. Mills' directing j ob overlooked
I wanted to write to thank the
Echo and Melvin Ladera '03 for writing such an enthusiastic and positive
review of my play, "Bedrooms and
Corridors," in the last issue. The article was very kind and all those
involved with the play truly appreciate the support that the Echo and the
student body, give to the creative
endeavors of students.
The article neglected, however, to
mention the director of "Bedrooms
and Corridors," Professor David

Uncommon
Sense
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Noah Charney '02

:

Emma
McCandless
I've said it before and I'll say it
again: we're really spoiled here at
Colby. There are lots of little things
: hich
that we takrfor g^ffrttedrbut w
are actuall y huge convieniences.
This fact was brought to my attention last Thursday, when I lost my
ColbyCard.
Now, of course it's commonly
acknowledged in the Colby community that a Colby Card is not something you want to lose. Eavesdrop
on any tour guide explaining the
card, and you'll hear all about how
important it is, and how essential it

is not to lose your card.
However, while I had always
known losing my card would make
life difficult, I don't think I realized
just how difficult until I was actually
faced with the situation. Thursday
was not a fun day.
I realized my card was missing
around 7:30 a.m., when I was about
to leave for breakfast. Consequently,
during the half-hour I wouk4=nor' pmd iixg't^ttying a bagel and
mally g
cream cheese at Bobs, I was busy
turning my room upside down. No
card.- -.
My frantic search made me late
for my 8 a.m. dass, during which I
paid absolutely no attention to the
nuances , of the Italian _language. 1
was too busy convincing myself that
the card had to be in my room somewhere, since I had it to let myself
into the dorm ort Wednesday night.

My return to my room at nine
o'clock to continue my search was
preceded by a frantic sprint to catch
up with someone I saw opening the
door to East Quad I'm not sure what
her name was, but I think I kind of
scared her, and I'd just like to take
this opportunity to publicly apologize. After that, I spent more time
seardiing. Still no card. >
By this time I was getting frustrated . My room (affectionatel y
dubbed "My Closet") is not that big.
There were only so many places the
stupid card could be. But it was hiding extremely,well.
By around one in the afternoon, I
had had it. I wanted to eat, I was
wearing my last set of clean clothes
and really needed to do laundry, and
I was really sick of depending on
other people to let me into my dorm,
I told my thrifty side, which was

insisting I keep looking, to shut up,
and went over to the ColbyCard
office in the Health Center. I had a
new card by three o'clock.
My small ordeal taught me a very
important life-in-the-Colby-BubhJe
lesson. It isn't just not a good idea to
lose your ColbyCard. It results in
whafs probably the biggest single
personal inconvenience in Colby
life. It's just a general "don't."
I did get one good thing out of
my experience last Thursday, however. I discovered a new paradox to
add to my list from a couple weeks
ago: as soon as you pay the .$20 it
costs to get a new ID card, you will
immediately find your old, lost one.
Mine was in my sock drawer. Go fig¦
¦ ¦¦
ure. .- ¦• ' ¦ ' • ' ' . '- ' ¦ "¦ . ' • ' .
".

ence knows when and what to do
with reference to these ceremonies.
The word of the umpire is
dogma. The umpires are the priests,
the fans the congregation, and the
players the participants: in the ceremony. The hot dogs are the
Communion wafers, and the nasty
watered down beer is the wine of the
cult of baseball. And the Red Sox are
the wanderings tribes of Israel,
before they made it out of the desert.
Boston Globe columnist Dan
Shaughnessy once made the observation that "the Boston Red §px are
a lot like Stonehenge. They are old,
the don't move much, and no one is
quite sure why they are positioned
the way the are." I am often asked
wh y I continue to cheer for the
Boston Red Sox, despite the fact that
they perennially disappoint.
I believe that it is the same reason
that we are drawn to sympathize

with a wounded penguin in a
marathon^ You know its not.going to
win, but it's a lot of fun to watch,
and you've got to give it credit for
trying. Perhaps that's not the most
apt analogy.The perfect one escapes
me,,but I do like to. watch penguins.
As for the Red Sox, there is little
doubt that they are going to disappoint, crumble in the end, just when
hope is flying high on the horizon. It
has been almost a century since
they've won a World Series, yet they
are consistently good enough to
hold their fans' attention. The beauty of mediocrity. They play hard,
fhey have loads of character, and
they have one of the largest, most
dedicated, masochistic followings of
any sport in the world.
They always look as though
they 're going to win it all, although
in the back of their minds, fans know
the Red Sox will find some way to

screw up. But the grain of hope
becomes a pearl in the minds of fans,
and hope springs eternal.
The wonderful, therapeutic
aspect of baseball is summarized
nicely in the phrase, "Wait 'til next
season." The beauty of baseball is
that there will always be a "next season." Baseball is great in that there
are infinite second chances. In life,
there are few situations in which, if
you fail to meet your goal, you get
another chance to start from scratch,
with an equal chance at achieving
that initial goal.
In baseball, every new season is a
fresh start, a chance for new hopes
and speculation. A chance to watch
grown men who run around in ti ght
pajamas break your heart every
summer.' And that is why we watch.

Emma McCandless is the Echo
*
Op inions Editor.

The religion of Boston Red Sox baseball
Lexicon
Devils
Noah Charney

Baseball is a religion. It is ceremonial. The ballpark is a cathedral. The
ceremony of the baseball game is
held before an assembled congregation. The awe induced by walking
out of a runnel into the bright open
space of an illuminated ballpark is a
rebirth.
For every new game, there is a
chance your team will win. Before
the first pitch, there is infinite possibility. There are specific rituals in
which the entire audience participates. Fans collectivel y sing a hymn
during the 7th inning, called "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game." The audi-

Noah Charney is a a weekly
columnist for the Echo

Celebrate the Pine Tree State
All Talk
Briana Wrigh t
I've got a problem with Colby.
'¦•- •No, this doesn't have to do with
the diversity requirement, parking
spaces, or the fact that we all look
like we ju st stepped out of the pages
of an Abercrombie and Fitch magazine. My problem is larger than that.
My problem takes into account
something larger, something-dare I
say it?--more important. Something
beyond the red brick and white
columns of our campus.
>

That's right, I've got a problem
with Waterville. And with more than
just Waterville. I've got a problem
with the entire state of Maine.
Too often on this campus I sense
that Colby students treat Waterville,
and indeed the entire state of Maine,
as something incidental. Colby j ust
happened to be plopped down
smack-dab in the middle of the Pine
Tree state, and all the consequences
of that location, from the lack of
ni ghtclubs to the predominance of
Wal-Mart in our social lives, just
have to be accepted as inevitable.
Not something to be celebrated, but
something to grit your teeth about
and live throug h,
Worse, mocking Colby's setting

"In the Badger 's room."

B
^^

many of our favorite professors
attended our performances, and I'm
constantly pleased to see how many
Colby students come out to support
the arts and activities of their fellow
students.
It was an honor to work with
Professor Mills, and I hope that
Colby students will continue to
work and interact with professors
outside of the classroom. The professors are what makes Colby the
amazing place that it is. " :
. .'*"

A Colby life lesson: don't lose your ID card

Pfl
^^^_

Mills. The cast and I feel that it is larly wonderful in this instance is
important that he receive recogni- that, while Professor Mills made
tion for the time and energy he put many directorial decisions that I had
in to make this play such a success. either never intended or that had
Professor Mills has been tirelessly never occurred to me, I believe tbat
enthusiastic, and was a pleasure to they all worked. Most of the. sight
work with. He is mcredibly knowl- gags were Mills' own invention, arid
edgeable, having worked his whole the fact that the play was so eherr
life in theatre and film, and he getic and the characters worked as a
brought a depth to the play that I cohesive unit, were thanks to . 'his
had not known was there.
direction.
If is an adventure for a playOne of the best things about
wright to hand a script to a director, Colby is the fact that students and
and then walk away, allowing the professors can interact and develop
director free range over interpreta- friendships outside of the classroom.
tion and staging.~What-was particu' -The-cast" was scr pleased that so
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seems to be a necessary part of oxir
college experience. It seems like a
violation of our natural ri ghts that
nothing is open in town after ten on
a weeknight. We're young, the campus cries, we need the clubs! Where
is the loud music, the hot dog vendors, the pulse of city life? Perhaps,
Colby students worry, we're wasting
our time and our youth here in central Maine.
Well, I have a confession to make.
I love Waterville. I love Maine.
Walking off the plane in earl y
September and into the Portland airport I saw a banner flanked by a
moose and a lobster say ing
"Welcome Home," and I trul y felt
like I was coming home. I grew up in

^PSfli (^TM^BK

I

a town of half a million and we don't
have any movie theatres that come
close to being as cool as Railroad
Square. '
I went to Mexico over the summer and the food, instead of reminding me of my native Southwest ,
made me think of Buen Apiteto.
Maine is home, and I was glad to be
back where cars stop to let you cross
the street and the Shaw's bank
tellers talk to me about my day,
Waterville, Maine will never be a
global cultural hotspot, We are more
rural than urban, but this doesn't
mean there is no culture. Colby itself

vSee PINE TREE continued
on page 5

"Why, you game?"
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ALCOHOL: More kegs would
make parties saf er

Q. Does Colby offer f emale students abortions?

continued from page 4

mons leader, I can say that this
restricts our ability to keep people at
school sponsored events. This goes
both for students who choose to
drink and those who choose to
remain substance free.
It is important that d}e_administratipn realize that " in a sense, the
limitajtions they place on the number
of kegs, not just in~one venue but
also all over campus, indicate the
degree to which an on campus social
~ -----life is emphasized.
The rationale may seem reasonable that with only some 25% of the
school legally being able to drink it
is difficult to justify having 10 kegs
at an ' event like Oktoberfest.
However, if you weigh the risks it
makes a lot more sense to have 10

kegs at an event with 1000 people
(meaning if all of those people are
drinking there's enough for a whopping 1.8 beers per person) if thafs
going to make the difference
between people going off campus or
staying on.
Ultimately,by looking at the realities it is clear to see that by minimizing restrictions placed on social
programmers with regard to alcoholrGolbyrcan promote-a-social-life
that-is safer, more fun, and creates a
more positive atmosphere at Colby.
Derek Toff is a regular columnist
for the Echo

Briana Wright is a regular
columnist for the Echo,
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POULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
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Q. LastweeVs SHOC Corner response was a little confusing . Can you clarify the
difference between sexual assault and regretted sex?
'y j - . —
- .
A. Sexual assault is described in the Colby handbook as "sexual activity of
any kind with a person without that persoa's consent." Regretted sex differs
from sexual assault because it is consensual sex that is later regretted. For further information on Colby's sexual assault policy, refer to the sexual assault
brochure, which describes details and provides scenarios of sexual assault. The
brochure is available in the Security office, the Health Center and from hall
staff, who distributed it through dorms at the beginningof the year.
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continued from page 4 z

cerned with the well-being of Colby
students. Perhaps my imagination is
too limited, but I just can't see that
happening in New York City.
There's a more important reason
why L have such a problem with
Colby attitudes towards Maine and
Waterville, I'm willing to bet that
every single member of our little
community knew, when they came
to college, that they were moving
into the heart of rural Maine. We
have all chosen to be here. We decided to spend four years of our lives
next to the Kennebec River, five
minutes away from Wal-Mart and
three hours from Boston, We came
here to enjoy everything this place
has to offer, from the Colby classes
to the sandwichesat Big G's,
Why complain about your home
for four years? Why make fun of
Waterville when you could be fly
fishing in the Sebasticook or watching the latest Italian independent
film at Railroad Square? We don't
have Broadway, but the big city sure
as hell doesn't have cashiers that call
you "deah."

appointment for a consultation and pregnancy test, call the health center at
x3394. . ¦'¦' •' '

A. No, the . Colby health center does not offer abortions to students.
However, it does offer the morning after pill. When taken within 72 hours of
unprotected sex (due to usingeither no contraceptives or using contraceptives
that have failed), the morning after pill can prevent implantation of the fertilized egg into the uterine lining and a failure rate of two percent. The morning
after piS is not considered a method of abortion, however, due to the fact that
it is not forcing the body to miscarry.Furthermore, the morning after pill is not
meant to be used as a contraceptive on a regular basis. Instead, it is recommended that one use other contraceptives such as the birth control pill and
condoms in combination, both of which the health center offers to students.
In the event that it is too late fpr the morning after pill, the health center can
assist a student in unplanned pregnancy options, prenatal care, or a termina~
tion to referral to an off-campus clinic.Cc3by insunnce aoes subsidize terminations, but onlyif a student gets a referral from the health center. To make an

PIN E TREE: Wrigh t highlights
good things about Maine
creates culture, for one thing. The
Portland Opera Company, only seventy-five minutes away, put on an
amazing production - of "The
Marriage of Figaro" this summer.
There is culture in Maine, if you look
for it. If s too easy to say Waterville
is a cultural desert and go back to
drinking beer and playing Snood. If
you haven't found anything intellectually engaging in this entire state,
the blame doesn't rest with Maine.
But if s not my fault, Joe and Jane
Colby might reply. The locals in
Waterville just don't like us, so how
can we be expected to like them in
return? This may be true, but I'm not
convinced. I'm a member of the
woodsman team and, several weeks
ago, a security officer showed up on
the field to ask about safety.
Apparently a local driving by the
field saw someone using a chainsaw
arid was so worried we may hurt
ourselves that they called the college.
Now the woodsman team,
despite the rumors, doesn't let just
anyone play around with a chainsaw and we do know what we're
doing, but I was^touched that someone from Waterville was so con-
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It's dyslexia. A reading disability where
*ome kids eonfiise their ds with their ps, b's
and q*. But, with the right help, mostof these
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encouraged to submit photographs.
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Suitable entires will form part of a traveling exhibit to all three campuses.
For further information please contact the CBB OCS Office: 725-3899.
? select up toTpho^
images (300 dpi/ppi or greater) on disk
? include your name,college,program location and semester
? preferred return address for the photos/images
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CBB OCS Office
•Photographs*
4850 College Station
Bowdoin College
Brunswick.ME 04011
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45 minutes of FOURplay brings intense pleasure
By MELVLADERA
STAFF WRITER

: After recent performances by his
band, The Jump Into, his play
"Bedrooms and Corridors," his Echo
column and an acoustic set with Monty
Hobson '02 Friday night, Colby's
entertainment cottage industry, Noah
Charney '02, organized a one-act play
festival entitled "FOURplay" over the
weekend.
Charney worked with Julie
Blossom '03 to put together the series
of threeshort performances: two witty
plays by David Ives and a play written
by. Charney, which was performed
twice by different actors in Order to
demonstrate how differentl y his script
could be interpreted.
Charney 's "Alpha Dog ONE"
opened the* .show featuring Abby
Wheeler '04 and Liz Neumann '04 as
two inquisitive psychiatrists. Wheeler
and Neumann played off of each other
wonderfully. The puzzled looks on
Neumann's face were genuine and
Wheeler demonstrated a keen grasp of
a scmtinizing psychiatrist.
Up next was Ives' "Sure Thing''
which was about a man's attempts to
pick up a woman at a cafe. The play
demonstrates several strategies of asking a girl out, but after each failed
attempt, a bell is rung and the characters repeat the scene differendy.
Charney played Bill, and Blossom
splendidly portrayed Betty. The two
Iwere an amazing pair and had the

audience laughing after each flirting
attempt. They even used several
accents, from New Yorker to French,
which also demonstrated different
humorous takes on the situation.
Two very unlikely psychiatrists
took the"stage^nelt in: "Alpha Dog
TWO." Holly Brown '04 and Kumar
Ray ' '03 presented a much different
take on Charney's play. Directed by
Adelin Cai . '05, this interpretation was
creative and skillfully used props.
Brown, clad, in leather, portrayed
her psychiatrist persona as an eccentric
vixen and Ray did a great job display-irig his uncertainty of Brown's outlandish tendencies. They also interacted with the spectators as Brown interrogated audience members with her
strange questions and Ray nearly
knocked them out as he tossed pillows
at the audience while he was searching
the couch for the head of Freud. With
the quirkiness exaggerated in"this version , of Charney's play, it became a
hilarious good time.
Completing the show was "The
Mystery at Twicknam Vicarage," also
by Ives. Directed by Blossom, the play
was a scintillating murder mystery
spoof that was superbly performed.
It all begins with the murder of
Jeremy Thump ington- F-f-fiennes
(Aaron Charniak '05). The inspector
(Serena Josephs '04) attempts to get to
the bottom of-the crime by questioning
those present at the dinner party, the
victim's wife Mona (Neumann), the
local rector (Chris Lorentzen '02), and

11/8
VVARM] Fttm Showing Lovejoy 100 7-9 pm.
Colby Sounds of
Gospel - Lorlmer Rose
Chapel 8-9:30 pm.
BMR Performance v .
Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 8-11 pm
SGA Film 'American
Pie 2' - Lovejoy 100
~9:30-ll:30 pm.

ANDY JONES/ THE COLBY ECHO

Holly Brown '04 and Kumar Ray '03 spice things up in Noah Charney's '02 "Al p ha Dog TWO"
his melodramatic wife Sarah (Jeanine
Duff y '03). The cast was outstanding. It
was a wonderful mock mystery that
kept the audience both intrigued and
bursting with laughter.
"FOURplay" showed that there are
plenty of talented actors and directors

in the Colby community. In addition,
Blossom also showed her directorial
talent with "The Mystery at Twicknam
Vicarage." All of the actors in
"FOURplay" were phenomenal.
Overall, this was an hour of splendid performances. Laughs and . excite-

ment was the general response from
the crowd. If you missed out on
"FOUR play" then you missed out on a
spectacular time of quirks, exotic
accents, tomfoolery, and penguins.

New Mangum album should please
By BRETT CAWLEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jeff Mangum, singer and songwriter of Neutral Milk Hotel, hasn't
been around much recently. After two
years of keeping a low profile, he has
released "Live at Jittery Joe's," in
response to the insane NMH bootleg
prices on E-Bay.
He started his music career as a
member of the Elephant 6 collective, a
number of bands started in Athens,
Georgia by a group of friends who
grew up together. All the bands lived
together in each other 's houses,
played in each other's shows, and

almost single-handedly created a
brand new music scene in Athens.
Mangum was first a guitarist for
Olivia Tremor Control, but after one
album, he left the band to record some
of his own songs, under the band
name Neutral . Milk Hotel. From that
came "On Avery Island", a fuzzy little
blast of acoustic pop that he recorded
with a random crew of friends and
traveling musicians.
About a year later, Magnum decided to record a second album for which
he had created a loose concept surrounding themes of WWII, reincarnation, incest, and Anne Frank. When
"In The Aeroplane Over The Sea" was

released, it received an overwhelming
response. The song's powerful dream
imagery and unique vocals caught on
with many people, who immediately
wanted to meet Jeff Mangum.
Unfortunately, Magnum disappeared for two years at that point,
while more and more people began to
listen to Aeroplane, and "search out
everything related to Neutral Milk
Hotel.
"Jittery Joe's" comes to a set ol
NMH listeners who have never had
the chance tcTsee Jeff tour. Yet, does it
live up to the demand?
Inevitably, the answer is yes and
no. There are problems with the CD.

Ifs somewhat hard to find without
going online, and it took Bull Moose
Music about two months to order it
for me. Ifs wrapped in a poster, which
is one of the more annoying and flimsy packaging jobs I've seen. In addition, by only giving us one live show
instead of a mix of live tracks, it leaves
out many of the best live songs that
have never been issued on CD.
Yet, I find it hard to be really displeased at all with this CD in the face
of the clean recording quality, the
excellent song choice, and the effect of
hearing Jeff Mangum banter, take
song requests, and change ly rics while
in the middle of a song. The atmos-

phere of the performance adds a tangibly human side to the otherwise surreal lyrics, and only makes my desire
to see Jeff Mangum's live show even
greater.
If s been two years since Neutral
Milk Hotel's last studio album, and
this album isn't a replacement for a
new one, but it is one of the better live
albums you could buy.Ifs not the best
introduction to the group for new
fans, but it is a great album for those
who are eagerly awaiting new efforts.
Score: 8.8

WMHB event promises Women in the Arts
speakers address
a week of live music

world feminism

By KATE RUSSO
A&E EDITOR

During the week of Nov. 12 through
Nov. 17, WMHB will host a Live Music
Week. These six days are dedicated to
providing the Colby community with
live performances from six different
musical genres.
The program is being corfunded by
WMHB and the Student Planning
Board (SPB). Coordinating this event is
the station's general manager Lee
L'Heuruex '03, who expressed enthusiasm for the upcoming events. "It is like
20 little concerts in one spot," he said.
L 'Heuruex's inspiration for the
event was the success other smaller
and even more commercial radio station have had doing similar venues.
"The program puts the focus on
WMHB " and the community,"
L'Heumex exp lained. He went on to
explain how this concert series is different from any other they have done,
it is in the studio nnd students will
lave to tune in.
However, WMHB also wants to
promote this event in wider circles
:han Colby College. They will also be
broadcasting the six-day event on the
riternet, so that the musicians' native
immunities can also take part, as well
m giving the musicians a broader sntelite than Waterville can provide.
Monday night will be devoted to
azz. The two acts scheduled to play on
vioriday are Trilogic and The
Downtown Sound. Trilogic is n
Zentral-Maine jazz trio. Their style is
)ited to be a mixture of swing, funk,
?op and Afrp-Cuban, They will be
playing a mixture of jazz standard and
original pieces. Tlie Downtown Sound,
duo a trio, comes from Portsmouth,
view Hampshire. The are recognized
:or their eclectic sound nnd strong
:ocus on improvisation.
Tuesday night will be dedicated to
*ock music. The Frotus Cnper and
Zolby's own Tlio Jump Into will be
claying. The Frotus Caper has been n
Vfaine net since 1999. The hnve
^leased two albums and thei r influ-

By KATE RUSSO
A&E EDITOR

WWW.CYIU-KrOUUS.COM

The Frottis Caper wilt be play ing f o r Live Music Week on Nov. 13
enccs are recognized to be Elvis
Coslello, REM and the Monkees. Songs
from the group hnve appeared- on.
MTV's "Undressed." The Jump Into is
made up of three current Colby students and one Colby graduate .' They
will be playing ori ginal tracks in a
punk rock style.
Wednesday ni ght will focus on the
blues wilh two local acts, Secret Life
and Blind Albert. Secret Life is a blues
quintet featuring Director of Safety,
Bruce McDougal. Tlie band will be
playing a ' mixture of blues and rock.
Blind Albert is a well-known blues
musician in New England nnd is making a name for himself in the country.
He will bo playing all original music.
Thursday ni ght will feature hi phop acts; Skitzofreniks , III Nnturnl ,
Roolette, OVM, and Illin P. The
Skilzofrcniksare coming to Colby from
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The group
hns been together since the earl y 1990s
and" has opened for such acts as
Method Man and Big Dadd y Kane, ill
Natura l, n Portland based group, is
fairly new to the hip-hop scene, having
been formed only nine months ngo,
but they have alread y played gigs
throughout New England.
Roolette is coming all the way from

Rhode Island to rap at Colby. Bostonbased OVM, or Ori ginal Vibe
Monsters, has opened for large acts
such ns Method Man,_ Funkmnster Flex
and The Sugar Hill Gang."Lnstly, lllin P,
another Boston hi p-hop act, is well
known for his thought provoking
lyrics.
Friday Nig ht will bring techno
sounds from many of Colby 's own DJs.
Well known on campus are DJ Static,
Lord DJC, DJ Nordic nnd DJ Sport.
These four DJs nre at the head of the
"spinning " scene at Colby,
The last night, Saturday, will provide nn evening of metal. The acts
6G1C and Time of Need will be p laying, 6G1G is a group from Portland ,
Maine that has opened for such wellknown hard rock groups as
Godsmack, Fu-Manchu and Orgy,
Time of Need is said to be one of the
most insane and energetic metal
groups in New England.
As the event comes nearer more
acts may be ndded to the alread y
numerous bill of performers. To get
information about nny of the nets performing
log
on
to
www.colby.edu/WMHB nnd click on
Live Music Week.

On Saturday, Nov. 3, Colby hosted
the 16th annual Maine Women's
Colloquium, which focus on Women in
the arts. The conference consisted of 25
speakers and panels. Tlie conference
was focused around two plenary
speakers, Nicole Brossard and Salem
Mekuria.
Quebec native and poet Nicole
Brossard was the first to speak.
Brossard, introduce d by French
Professor Jane Moss, was said to be "in
tlie forefront of feminist writing," and
a leader in Quebec's quiet revolution.
Brossard spoke about her life as a
writer and the constant struggle she
faces when trying to capture her feminist idenls in prose. She read from her
essay "She Would be the First Sentence
of my Next Novel." This essay
exp lored Brossard reservation nbout
writing prose.
Brossard explained that before writing, she must "question the notion of
reality and fiction," She went on to talk
about how reality contradicts our perception. "We have to alter what we arc
familiar with," she said.
Her love and need for writing was
so articulatel y exp lained in this essay
as she read, "prose makes life worth
living again for some women." She
continued by saying, "prose is the
patience in the middle of a chance and
memory,"
Brossard believes that traditions nre
the major prohibitors of women's success and creativity. "Traditions wound
women's integrity," Brossard said.
She also spoke about the Importance of location to the creative
process. "In order for n city to enter
imagination it must enter literature."
She went on to say that cities "teach
lessons" nnd "sharpen imagination."
Any good city has a group of devoted
writers, she believes.
As a feminist writer, Brossard
knows she has to "go too far" in order

for her writing to be respected and
provocative. Her reading suggested no
less.
, The second plenary speaker was
Salem Mekuria. Mekuria is filmmaker
and a native of Ethiopia. She has been
making documenta ries since the
1980's. As a filmmaker, she chose to
speak about how she has grown with
her documentaries and how she got to
the point of writing her fi rst screenplay, which she is currently working
on.
Mekuria has done four documentaries in her career. The topics range
from discovering a small AfricanAmerican population on Martha 's
Vineyard, to the story of single mothers in Ethiopia. Each documentary is a
different style than the one before it.
She plays with such elements as narrative, prose, the historical and the present in each piece.
Her most recent documentary has
an autobiographic element. Tlie film
"Deluge" deals with Mekuri a 's struggle between her Ethiopian roots and
her well established American lifesty le
during the Red Terror in Ethiop ia.
Included in the documentary were letters written to Mekuri a by her brother,
still in Ethiopia, before his disappearance.
Throughout her presentation,
Mekuria showed film from her past
documentaries in order to give the
same insight into her art, as Brossard
did by reading her essay. Mekuria stated that the purpose of her films wns to
"tell stories of women with all the conflict and contradictions thnt make them
human."
After all the sessions and the speakers had finished, a reception for the
Women in the Arts studio exhibit was
held in the Museum. The exhibit represented 50 some women artists ranging
in mediums from book making to
pninting. Also tnking p lace at the
reception were wonderfu l performances by the Colbyettes nnd the
Waterville Higli School Adelines.
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BMR Performance Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 8-11 p.m.
Blues Night & Jam
Contest - Spa Cotter
Union 9 pm- 12 am.
SGA Film 'American
Pie 2' -Lovejoy 100
9:30-11:30 pm.
1 1/ 10
SGA Film "American
Pie 2a - Lovejoy 100 7-

9 pm.

Jazz Ensemble Lorimer Chapel 7:30

p m.

BMR Performance Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 8-11 p.m.
SGA Film 'American
Pie 2° - Lovejoy 100
9:30-11:30 pm.

1 1/ 1 1
Swing Club Lessons Alfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 7-9

pm.

1 1/ 12
Lecture by
Photographer Olive
Pierce - Blxler 154
4:30-6:30 pm.
1 1/ 13
Book Party - Roberts,
Bookstore 4-6 pm.
Social Action Theatre
Cast Call - Pugh
Center Cotter Union 610 pm.
Visiting Writers Series Wes McNair - Robins
Roberts 7-9 pm.
Folk Music Gathering Mary low Coffeehouse
7-9:30 pm.
1 1/ 14
Concerto Competition
- BMer 178 (Given
Auditorium) 4 pm.

Al Corey :
Music Center
.^^Evorything in Music"
¦
fluiUrq, Keyboard^ Braes,
m Inatrumentq,Sheet Music,
¦
t Televtotorm Stereo
Bj ^ Syctemo-.
¦
H 99 Main Street , Wutervillo
&¦ Telephone 872-5622
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FOOTBALL: Jiimbos win
turnover laden contest Saturday

continued fr ompage 8

for any team in America to overcome
those mistakes."
Next week the Mules travel to
Brunswick to take on the Bowdoin
College Polar Bears in an attempt to
secure the CBB
champ ionshi p.
"As a senior it is
nice to go into the
last game knowing we areplaying
for a champi(CBB),
onship
don't
have
a
they
good record,, but
you can throw
records out the
window because
of the rivalry," said Wezowicz,The
game is at -12:30-an Saturday, anyone
who can attend please make the trip
down to Bowdoin to cheer on the

ranked rushing offense/tothe number
of yards they did was just phenomenal," said Wezowicz.
On Offense the Mules were led by
Stepka who rushed for 117yards on 22
carries and Noyes
who caught nine
passesfor 83yards.
However neither
Noyes or Stepka
touched the ball on
the final drive^for
the Mules and
player of the year
candidate, Noyes
only touched the
ball one'time in the
second
half.
Turnovers and penalties prevented the
Mules from being more efficient on
offense, as . 7 interceptions and two
blocked punts are almost impossible to
overcome. Wezowicz said, "ifs tough

Mules.
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Woodsmen men's A team finished first overall at
the 2001 UNH Lumberjack Competition over the
weekend. In addition to finishing first overall, the
team had some outstanding performances in single
events, with five first place finishes.
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Downeast Energy has 23 Puffin Stop
convenience stores and gas stations
easily located throughout Central and
Southern Maine, and New Hampshire.
WATERVILLE • MAIN STREET AND THE CONCOURSE • 872-9025
CD
mWrrwmmmmmmmmmMmmmrW mmmmmmwmmIn^Waterville look for the Puffin at 105
College Ave and 94 Pleasant Street (24hour). At both locations you will find
friendly folks, gas and groceries.
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Downtown
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?Lakes-Region
Maine
Gray
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North-Wln<Hiam—
670 Roosevelt Trail
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Local & Long Distance
Tired of Waiting ~ "Call Us "
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? If Mi See
a Puffin
on the Road,
Stop!

Great Values...And a Whole Lot More!

74 Main Street, Waterville
207-873-3999
www.redoaksports.com
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Snowboards / Skis
Snowshoes / Tents _ L
Backpacks
Climbing / Guided Trips

150 State Street • Augusta • 622-5301
226 Main Street •Waterville • 872-5563

SEIKO PRESENTS
A REVOLUTION
IN TIMEKEEPING.
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BRIANA WRIGHT / THE COLBY ECHO

Bill Simpson '02/ Patrick Olsen '02,
Peter Tiernan '03, Zac Hansen '02, Phil
Tyler '02 (not pictured Nate Fletcher '03)
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Turnovers hurt Mules in 10 - S loss^to
ByisME MELQSKI

mount a drive.
~~ThT~secortd~quarter saw arshift, as
SPORTS EDITOR
both teams were able to come up with
some big plays on defense to try to
During the last three weeks, the change the momentum. Tufts came up
defense of the Colby football team has with the first big play on Colby's first
started to fulfill the goals and predic- drive of the second quarter. After Tufts
tions set for them early in the season. had forced a punt, the Jumbos broke
Saturday's game was no different as through and blocked the punt, recoverthe Mules defense stifled the Tufts run- ing the ball at the'Colby 16-yard line.
The Colby defense now made their
one in
ning attack, which was number
¦" ,/¦¦ ¦
statement. With their backs against the
the NESCAC,
'. - • ' However, special teams and end zone they limited the Tufts offense
turnovers haunted the Mules, as they to minus 4 yards and - a field goal
attempt. .; The
were unable to
ensuing attempt
capitalize on over
was missed wide
300 yards of total
left
and the
offense.
Tufts
Mules dodged a
turned one of
second bullet.
Colby 's
nine
Later in the
turnovers into a
touchdown and BT*J i I^?TT^T^?^B BV I IL ^^I I I I i i i i *T^T BB quarter after a
\*^
had
penalty
added a field
stalled a strong
goal to secure a
Mules ' drive,
10-3 victory at
Colby must have
Seayerns Field.
had deja vu. As
The game was
Keith Jonassen
a slugfest from
'02 set up to punt
the opening kickoff. The first
and took the
quarter was a bit of a struggle for both snap Tufts again found a hole in the
offensives. Tufts was able to muster Mules line and blocked their second
two first downs to Colby's one. Colby's punt of the half.
On the next play Tufts running back
defense came up big twice in the first
quarter. First after Tufts intercepted a Chuck McGraw would take an option
Pat Conley '03 pass inside Mules terri- pitch and scamper 23 yards for the
tory the defense held and forced a 45- touchdown. The extra point would
yard field goal that was missed.
give Tufts a 7-0 lead with only 1:15 to
Next, the defense came up with play in the half.
their second big play of the game when
However, the Mules would mount
Tufts faked a punt late in the first quar- a final drive with under a minute to
ter. Colby was not fooled and defensive p lay. The drive was led by quarterback
tackle Kevin Smalley '03 tackled the B.L. Lippert '04/ who found both
"Tufts punter two yards short of the first Danny Noyes '02 arid Ian McaPherspn
down. The Mules took over on their '03, to bring the Mules inside the Tufts
own 30-yard line but were unable to 15-yard line:

Women's rugby
captures New
England Dill title
BY HOLLY BREWSTER
AND JULIE LAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
The undefeated women's rugby
team is headed for the Northeast
Championshi ps after secuing the
New Eng land title with wins
against
UMass-Amherst
and
Middleb u iy.
For years, the Colb y Women's
Rugby team has lived in the shadow of the men's team. While the
men raised money to go to nationals, the women strugg led to sta y
out of last place in their league.
While the men 's games always
attracted crowds, the women 's
team fought to keep CER present.
With a starting group of ten seniors
this fall , though, the women have a
whole new team. Outscoring their
opponents 102 to 15 in the regular
season, the Colb y
women have been
a
commanding
force since their
first game.
The team faced
two of their toughest opponents this
weekend in the
New
Eng land
Football
Rug b y
Union Division III
Champ ionshi ps at
Hol y Cross. In the
they
semifinals
faced
U MassLowell in tlieir most ph ysical game
of the season. Even though the
Lowell players did not always disp lay good sportsmanship, the
Colb y women were able to pull out
a 12-0 win. The firs t half of the
match wns fairly even until a try
scored by Amy Reznitsky '02 and
extra., point kick from Holl y
Brewster '02 put Colby ahead 7-0.
Reznitsky score d again at the
beginning of the second half , nnd n
solid defensive effort shut Lowell
out of the matcli,
In the final round of the tournament Colb y faced Middlebury. Tlie
two teams appeare d to be evenl y
matched throughout much of the
firs t hnlf until Amy Reznitsk y '02
scored n try to put Colby up 5-0 at
half time. During the second half

the Colby women came together to
dominate Middlebury scoring four
tries. Kathryn Kfasuda '02 scored
two tries for Colby while Tammie
Sebelius '02 and- Meg Cassella '02
each added an additional try. Colby
came out on top 25-0 to win the
tournament.
Tammie Sebelius '02 said of their
victories over the weekend, "It's
nice that we are versatile enough to
p lay against a reall y p hysical team
like Lowell and a really technicall y
refined team like Middlebury and
win our way in both matches. We
came together and played as a
team; the cooperation between the
forward s and the backs was amazing."
Unknown to much of the campus, the Colby women's rugb y
team is undefeated this fall. With a
record of 8-0 the Colbv Women
have
been
scored on onl y
twice the entire
s e a s o n .
Forward ,
L- a u r e n
Aleinikoff '03
said , "If you
see a rug by
p layer walking
around campus give them
a pat on the
back because
we deserve it...
we're
undefeated."
When asked to exp lain what
contributes to the success of the
Rug b y team this fall Gietchen
Groggel '03 snid , "We constantl y
have fifteen solid p layers on the
field. There aro no stars; everyone
on the team contributes. "
Amy Reznitsk y '02 said, "Most
of the starting fifteen have been
playing together for four years, and
that helps a lot. We can rend each
other on and off the field. "
Led by captains Holl y Brewster
'02, Kathryn Kosuda '02, and
Tammie Sebelius '02 the Colb y
Women's Rugby team will head to
down Amherst this 'weekend to
compete in the Northeast Rugby
Union Women's College Division
III Championship.

On the next play Lippert tried to hit
MaePherson but-the pass-was-picked
off and the Mules drive and the half
would end with the Mules' finding a
goose egg in the scoring column.
The second half resembled the . first
in many ways, with the Mules moving
the ball on offense, but turnovers hurting them, and their defense shutting
_
down the Tuftsrunning attack.
The start of the second half saw the
Mules defense actually break down
some and although three running
plays of over ten yards. Tufts running
back Kevin Kelley had the big play of
the drive, a 24-yard bruising run. The
Jumbos would stall the drive but the
Tufts kicker was finally able to make a
field goal to up the score to 10-0 Tufts.
The next three Colby drives would
end on; interceptions. The Colby
defense would come up big, stifling the
Tufts offense, forcing a punt and Peter
Sherman '04 forcing two fumbles, both
recovered by the Mules, to keep the
Mules in striking distance Neither
^
team would produce any significant
offense for the rest of the quarter.
The fourth quarter would see the
Mules begin to dominate the line of
scrimmage on' offense. Colby's longest
drive of the half was sparked by a great
defensive play. Defensive end Jason
Gratham '02 sacked the Tufts quarterback and forced a fumble, which he
recovered.
On the ensuing drive the Mules
offense line started to completely dominate Tufts defense and running back
Aaron Stepka '05 became a workhorse.
With the line opening holes and Stepka
exploding through them the Mules
would get down inside the Tufts five
yard line but the drive would stall.
Jonassen would convert on the 22-yard
field goal and bring the Mules within_a_

Pat Conley '03 throws to Joe Murray ' '02 out of the backfield.
touchdown at 10-3.
Stepka was the key of the drive
carry 12 times for 58 yards. Captain
Brian Wezowicz'02 said, "the offensive
line played well, we really controlled
the line of scrimmage
in the second
¦ ¦' ¦ , :
half."/ : . ' • . ;- - ; The Mules defense would again
ive
the offense the opportunity it
g
needed. The Mules shut down three
running plays, forcing a punt. The
Colby offense would get the ball back
with 2:53 seconds left to play. Conley
would .complete two passes and Joe
Murray '02 would sandwich in a 12yard run to bring the Mules inside the

Tufts 30-yard line.
From there Conley was flushed out
of the pocket and made a great play to
find MaePherson at the eight-yard line.
A Conley run was stopped for no gain
and on the next play Conley would
look to MaePherson in the end zone
but was intercepted by a Tuftsjplayer,
for the fifth time on the day, with only
19 seconds remaining in the game. The
Mules would fall 10-3 to a team they
should have beaten.
The offense gained 337 yards of
total offense well the defense limited
Tufts to just 160 yards of total offense.
Colby only allowed 133 yards rushing

.

.
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to a team that have averaged over 200.
The Jumbos' Kelley, the leading
rusher in the NESCAC, said, "this was
the toughest defense we played all
year, they played their hearts out
today." The whole defense played
tremendously with Brandon Irwin '04
leading the way with*eight tackles for
the Mules.
_._;
Sherman also had a strong game, in
addition to the two forced fumbles he
had seven tackles. "Defense kept us in
the game, to hold Tufts, a nationally

Jee FOOTBALL
continued on page 7

Colby woodsmen triumph against od
By HARRISON LEAVENS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Saturday, the Colby Woodsman
Team competed in the 2001 UNH
Lumberjack Competition held at the
University of New Hampshire campus
in Durham, New Hampshire. Three
teams' from Colby-a men's team, a
women's team, and a Jack 'n Jill squad
- all chopped wood against teams from
University of -New Hampshire,
University of Maine-Orpno, -Unity
College, and Gould Academy. '
The day unfortunatel y began with
predictions for nasty weather and also
some suspicion that UNH had overemphasized safety precautions in order to
rig the events in tlieir favor.
"This doesn't even seem like a competition," complained one disgruntled
Woodsman before the meet began, "it's
more like trying your luck at a carnival
game."
However, once the events got under
way it was evident that Colby would
persevere despite the frustration.
The Colby men s team unquestionabl y owned the day, dominating in a
number of events and finishing first
overall, Considering the many talented
teams that compete in a given
Woodsman competition, winning the
whole thing is an amazing accomplishment for any school.
"I was extremel y p leased with how
well all three teams did and while we
often have successes witli individual
events," snid Colby Woodsman coach
Dave Smith, "winning an entire competition is relativel y rare and very
encouraging."
By the end of the day, the Colby
men's team had a total of five firsts. In
singles events Phil Ty ler '02 began the
day with a first p lace in the axe throw,
and team captain Zac Hansen '02 came
through with a win in the singles super
Swede saw.
In lhe doubles events Hansen then
teamed up with Nate Fletcher '03 in the
horizontal chop for another fi rst, Pat
Olsen '02 and Bill Simpson '02 fol-
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Pete Tiernan '03 p ractices in one

the severa l events the woodsmen team dominated this weekend.

lowed with a victory in the two-man
log roll.
In the team events Tyler, Hansen,
Fletcher, Olsen, and Simpson all came
together along with Pete Tiernan '03
for second place in the pul p toss and
another second in the Team cross cut
saw event. The men then finished off
the day with an impressive victory in
the team bow sa^w event.
"We were consistentl y better in
every event," said Hansen summing
up the day after the final results were
announced.
"Even though we are woefull y
under-funded and don't have as high
qunlity equipment as some of the other
schools," Hansen added , "we practice
harder than the other teams nnd \vc
wanted it more."
The Colby women came out of the
competition third overall among the
women behind UMO nnd Unity. Team
Captain Briana Wri ght '02 won the singles super Swede saw event and the

Colby women as a team took home an the doubles horizontal chop.
Although Colb y 's Jack 'n Jill team,
exciting fi rst in the team bow saw and
led by Carter' Pace '02, did not place
also a second in the pulp toss.
"I think the women did better in overall, the meet was all about fun and
Canada a few weeks ago at the much needed experience for the first
University of New Brunswick meet, year Woodsmen. "It's reall y amazing
but we were very close in all our the progress the rookies have made
events, so it was a solid day," said this year," remarked Pace.
The Jack 'n Jill team did well in the
Wright.
In sing les events, Anna Carvill '03 pul p toss and the team bow saw event,
events,
took second place in the wood split- as well as in a few individual
.
ft.
ting, as did Kristen Vaughn '03 in the most notabl y the third place by "Adam
sing les vertical chop. Beth Record '02 Snltsmnn '04 in the men's chainsaw
also p laced second in her chainsaw disk stack.
Snltsmnn captures the very spirit
disk stack.
'
and excitement of a Woodsmens meet
Although Record was unprepared
for UNH's excessive safety precautions with his recount of the event. "The first
restricting all chainsaw cutting to 'two (disks) fell down," Salesman
below the waist, afterwards she snid lamented adding, "so I took a quick
"appreciated the extreme safety with look up, saw the ole' sun glinting off
the teeth of the clininsnw nnd 1 took it
which the meet was conducted."
In doubles events Wri ght nnd Jess ns divine inspiration , revved up my
Gillum '04 took second in the crosscut saw nnd cut those cookies."
to death event and Carvill nnd Beth
Dushman '03 came in a close third "for
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Colby welcomes new men's lacrosse coach

Women's volleyball loses in NESCAC quarterfinals

The Colby women's volleyball team went down
Rob Quinn has been hired to replace Dave
Zazzaro as head men's lacrosse coach. Quinn was head to defeat in the quartfinals of the NESCAC tournament
coach at New England College for the last seven years this past Friday with a heartbreaking 0-3 loss to perrenial powerhouse Amherst.
where he also served as assistant athletic director.

